OUR RESERCH FOR OUR QIP: QUALITY AREA 3

QIP ENTRY: We want to track the
consistency of how we are using what
we have planned in the environment and we want everyone's perspective.
Whose perspective

Consistency

Assessors

Parents

Children

Educators

Research

Why?

We want Assessors
to find their way
around our story every story - very
easily

We want parents to
feel genuinely
included into our
environment

We want children to
enjoy being able to
move in the
environment
constructing learning

We want to look
back on our progress
and see consistent
use of the
environment for
learning every day!

We want to unlock
what we need and
use it in such a way
that we make the
most impact.

What are our goals?

We want to be able
to talk about - and
show - what we do,
and to be really
confident

We want to see
parents drawn into
their child's play and
learning here, and
understand it

We want every area
to support the
purpose for which
we have set it up

We want to be
confident that we
will genuinely use
environment

That we learn how to
easily find and use
the information and
inspiration we need

1. Read QA 3 in the
guide to the NQF

Ask for parent input
through a series of
environment photos
- showing what we
have set up and why

Ask and discuss: 1.
What were the
children doing in this
area? 2. What were
our goals? 3. Did it
work?

Ask: What are the
roadblocks to better
use of the
environment? List
them and solve
them.

Ask: HOW do we get
an enviroinment that
offers what is
planned and
PRACTICE setting
that up

When parents feel
so at home here that
they sit and stay and
talk and play - on a
regualr basis

When we can all
analyse and say: The
children are going
towards ..., doing
...,and we did ... and
we saw .... learning

The environment
looks like it is
developing, the
children use it, and
we are
autheentically in it.

The stories and
photos show we
are acheiving our
goals consistently.

do we need to consider?

What do we need to know and do to
acheive this?

What will we see that will let us know
that we did it?
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2. Practice talking
about what we are
doing

When the Assessor
says 'Yes, I can see
what you are doing.'

